How SecurView’s ISE Deployment Assistant (IDA) accelerated the rollout of ISE and increased the access control capabilities within the network

Context

- A nonprofit medical practice and medical research group based in the US with nearly 4,000 physicians and scientists and over 50,000 allied health staff.
- The practice specializes in treating difficult cases through tertiary care. It spends over $500 million a year on research.
- Several campus and regional locations across the US

Customer Objectives

- Refresh aging or end of life network infrastructure devices while adding additional capacity and feature/functionality with new products
- Enable increased security monitoring capabilities to protect the business from financial/compliance & reputational challenges
- Enable increased access control capabilities within the network to allow secure segmentation to key medical systems.

Network Renewal Program

- Provides data intelligence and business appropriate segmentation and network access control to customer
- More than 5000 switches are being refreshed and configured with ISE for Network Access Control and Segmentation

Realized Benefits with IDA

- Accelerated ISE Deployment
  - Shorter change windows – 50% time savings
- Realized cost savings of $350,000 to rollout ISE to 5000 switches and 250,000 ports
- Enhanced troubleshooting capabilities

"IDA saved us time to roll out ISE in our environment and reduced the number of change windows required. Our IT staff now has greater visibility into what devices are accessing our network through ISE."